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Tarantula Defense
Written by Daniel Rietz
Illustrated by Jim Madsen

Animals run, hide, or fight to stay safe. 

Tarantulas can’t run or hide easily. But they can fight. 

The spider’s belly hairs are a secret weapon. 

They are coated with poison. These hairs fly into an enemy’s eyes. 

The enemy tries to get the hairs out. And the tarantula gets away. 

So if you look at a tarantula and see a bald spot on its belly, it may have 
been in a fight for its life.  

And it won.
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Discover Story Vocabulary defense, weapon
Glossary Words weapon, coated

QuestionQuestion Type

Inferential

Vocabulary

Literal What is the tarantula’s secret weapon?

a. places to hide 
b. poisonous belly hairs
c. enemies

Read this sentence from the article: “[The hairs] are coated with poison.”
What does “coated” mean?

a. kept warm
b. moved very fast
c. covered all over

Why did the enemy let the tarantula go?

a. Because the enemy had poison in its eyes.
b. Because the enemy is afraid of the tarantula.
c. Because the poison killed the enemy. 

Comprehension Questions: Tarantula Defense
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Student Name Goes Here

Think about the article Tarantula Defense.

Write about an experience you had with an animal or an insect.  
Describe what happened. Where did it happen? What did you learn 
from the experience?

OR

Does this article make you think about something in your own life? 
Does it make you think of something you’ve read or seen?  
Write about it. 

This article reminds me of...   dangerous caught
I remember when...                          watched chased 
interesting      attacked 
discovered      protect
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